
Class 23 – See Below** - $45                                      LC: South  
Michele Crawford                                                          
Lucy Boston Comes to AMQ  
Wednesday, March 4 
1:00 p.m. – 4 p.m. 
 
** Skill level: This class is not for EPP beginners, and those attending need to have EPP and/or handwork 
experience. 
 

 
 
Slow down, relax, and enjoy sewing with English Paper Piecing (EPP)! A SUPER portable project where you 
can sew on this project anywhere! There are MANY different shapes that are used in creating designs with 
fabric and thread in EPP! Michele will teach you how to use cardboard stock templates as well as freezer paper 
ones; plus the whip, flatback and ladder stitch. Learn how to create the infamous Lucy Boston (a.k.a. Patchwork 
of the Crosses) design using just squares and honeycombs in 2 different variations of fabric and color; and how 
the block goes together! The “magic” of this block is how to use, and fussy cut specific fabric (prints, stripes, 
etc.) to make this block pop! The use of Color Value to make sections of the block recede or move forward will 
be discussed using a short power point program for inspiration. Directions will also include how to create a nine 
block wall hanging using the Lucy Boston block, also. 
 
Kit fee: $20 
 
Kit includes: Fabric (fabric will not be the same as in the photo) plus the EPP templates (plus freezer paper) for 
all the shapes for 2 different Lucy Boston blocks; thread to match; and pattern. 
 
Student Supply List 
 
* Hand sewing needle that is comfortable for you 
* Small spool of cotton thread for basting (any color) 
* Water soluble fabric glue pen 
* 1” x 6” ruler 
* Small sharp pair of scissors (for fabric) 
* Small sharp pair of scissors (for paper) 
> If needed or desired: 3 mini Wonder clips; a thimble; portable light; magnifying glass; and/or bifocals 
 
 
Questions?   
Please email Michele Crawford    flowerboxquilts@gmail.com 
 


